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Summary: The Doppler on Wheels (DOW) deployed to Hobart and William Smith Colleges
(HWS) from 20 February to 8 March 2015. The objectives of the visit were to (1) allow students
to gain experience in field collection of weather radar data, (2) enhance student knowledge and
understanding of conventional and dual-polarization weather radars, (3) introduce real-time
forecasting activities as part of determining DOW radar project deployment timing and location,
and (4) conduct several outreach events to provide the college community (i.e., students, staff,
and faculty) and the general public across New York State opportunities to tour the DOW facility
and learn about weather research.
Project: The GEO–WIND–HWS-II project focused on observing high-impact weather systems in
the central New York/Finger Lakes region. In particular, the DOW radar collected data during
weather events, such as mixed-phase precipitation and warm-frontal snow. Students not only
gained valuable experience in the field collection of data, but also honed their real-time
forecasting, communication, and presentation skills.
Students in GEO 260 Weather Analysis and GEO 355 Mesoscale and Severe Weather played a
significant role in the GEO–WIND–HWS II project. GEO 260 is an intermediate-level course
taken by students during a semester following their completion of our introductory meteorology
course. GEO 355 is an advanced course taken by students further along in atmospheric science
curriculum. Both of these classes contain a component that focuses on forecasting. Thus during
the GEO-WIND-HWS II project, students in each of classes took turns in providing daily DOW
deployment forecasts for the next day. On each day, the assigned students created a three
paragraph forecast. The first paragraph described anything interesting that was forecast to occur
over the eastern half of the United States (synoptic forecast). The second paragraph discussed the
meteorological impacts and conditions forecast within the DOW deployment area (mesoscale
forecast; Fig. 1). Finally, the third paragraph included a deployment recommendation for the
DOW that was considered when deciding upon potential operations for the following day. These
forecasts were disseminated to all meteorology students at HWS. Thus, students were exposed to
the challenges and time constraints of real-time forecasting. This assignment is shown in the
appendix of this report.
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Figure 1: Region for potential
DOW deployment during the
GEO–WIND– HWS project. The
blue marker indicates the location
of HWS.

Furthermore, students in GEO 262 Polar Meteorology were required to participate in the various
outreach activities held during GEO-WIND-HWS-II. As a part of these activities, students
utilized large 6’ x 3’ vinyl posters that were created during GEO-WIND-HWS-I. These thirteen
posters described different aspects associated with radar meteorology and severe weather. A
sampling of these posters is shown in the appendix of this report. At each outreach event, a
number of the posters were set up and in conjunction with the DOW itself and served as a
springboard for discussion with visitors to the DOW event. The Office of Communication at
HWS also posted an article about the visit of the DOW radar to HWS for the education and
outreach project. (http://www.hws.edu/dailyupdate/NewsDetails.aspx?aid=18511).
In addition, students in Introduction to Meteorology (GEO 182) utilized DOW radar data in
classroom exercises. This class of 42 students completed a lab exercise that focused on the DOW
and weather radar data after taking a complete tour of the mobile weather radar. Several students
in GEO 182 also were individually trained in the operational procedures of the DOW radar.
Students who participated in both meteorological and outreach deployments predominately came
from the three upper level classes (GEO 260, GEO 262, and GEO 355). Additionally, students
from GEO 182 who completed the in-class lab and were interested in participating in the
deployments also completed the DOW training.
In total, the pool of participating students in the deployments numbered around 40. Each of these
students signed up to participate in multiple periods during the GEO–WIND–HWS-II project
should a deployment occur. An additional 40–45 students gained experience with the DOW radar
through the introductory classroom lab activities. In order to add to the data collecting
experience, rawinsondes were launched during many of the deployments and were subsequently
analyzed by students.
Deployments: All students from the upper-level classes and those who were interested in
deploying with the DOW from the introductory classes participated in a one-hour training session
between 20 February and 22 February. These students met with DOW technicians, Traeger
Meyer and Alicia Gilliland, in small groups of 1–3 students. These training sessions introduced
students to the basic procedure to operate the DOW radar and prepared each student for
participation in DOW deployments.
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Table 1: DOW deployment dates.
Date

Deployment Type

20 February

Outreach

# of HWS Student
Participants
4

# of Attendees for
Outreach Event
80

22 February

Outreach

5

75

25 February

Outreach

4

50

27 February

Outreach

3

120

28 February

Outreach

6

150

1 March

Operations

10

n/a

2 March

Outreach

9

70

3 March

Operations

7

n/a

6 March

Outreach

3

300

7 March

Outreach

0

150

Totals

51

995

1. 20 February 2015: This day featured the first DOW outreach activity. Professor Laird gave a
“Friday Faculty Lunch” talk about weather radars, the DOW radar, and the OWLeS field project.
Approximately 75 faculty colleagues and administrative staff at HWS attended. Afterwards,
faculty and students were invited out to the DOW. Approximately 80 people visited the DOW. A
photo from this outreach event is shown below1.

2. 22 February 2015: For this outreach activity, the DOW traveled to the Ithaca Sciencenter.
Approximately 75 people toured the DOW during the three hours it was stationed outside of the
museum. HWS students also launched a weather balloon during the deployment to show visitors
another way in which meteorologists collect atmospheric data.
1

All photos are courtesy of Hobart and William Smith Colleges.
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3. 25 February 2015: The DOW was parked near the center quad of the HWS campus on this
day as students from Professor Metz’s Introduction to Meteorology class completed radar-related
lab activities and toured the radar. In addition, a number of HWS students and staff stopped by
the DOW and were given impromptu tours by the DOW radar technicians and upper-level GEO
students. Photos from this event are shown below.

4. 27 February 2015: During this outreach event, the DOW visited Midlakes (Phelps–Clifton
Springs) High School. Five separate science classes (~120 students) toured the DOW radar and
had opportunity to view the outreach posters to discuss severe weather and weather radars. In
addition, HWS faculty and student participants provided a brief question and answer session with
the Midlakes students lasting about 15–20 minutes per class.
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5. 28 February 2015: The next outreach event featured a visit to the Rochester Museum and
Science Center from 10AM – 4PM. Approximately 150 people visited the DOW radar and
viewed the outreach banners.
6. 1 March 2015: The first operations period came eight days after the beginning of GEOWIND-HWS-II. The first week of the project featured extremely quiescent weather conditions.
On this day, a surface low-pressure system passed to the south of Geneva and the radar was able
to sample warm-advection snow at a deployment location just south of Geneva. Students were
deployed in the field for over 10 hours collecting data with various scanning strategies.
7. 2 March 2015: This outreach event was held at the studios of WROC-TV (CBS-8) in
Rochester, NY. The DOW, HWS faculty, and students were featured repeatedly in live segments
on the 5, 530, and 6 PM newscasts. Broadcast meteorologists Scott Hetsko and Matt Jones
interviewed Professor Metz and student Macy Howarth live on the air. In addition,
approximately 70 community members toured the DOW truck in between live shots. Photos
from this event are shown below.
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A portion of the footage from the WROC-TV visit can be found at the following link:
http://www.rochesterhomepage.net/story/d/story/new-mobile-doppler-technology-helpingmeteorologis/41904/etGWIVJ9ZkCwTqWdT2c4MQ
8. 3 March 2015: The final data collection deployment of the GEO-WIND–HWS-II project
occurred to the south of Geneva as the dual-polarization radar sampled an area of mixed-phase
precipitation associated with a slow-moving extratropical cyclone. Data was collected during
intermittent periods of snow, sleet, and rain with pronounced mesoscale bands in the
precipitation with observation of low-level convergence.
9. 6 March 2015: The DOW, along with Professor Laird and three students traveled to Burnt
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Hills–Ballston Lake High School in eastern New York. This outreach activity featured
discussions with almost 300 students for three hours during the morning along with a discussion
that centered on many of the outreach posters and additional meteorological instrumentation, such
as tornado pods and mobile rawinsonde systems.
10. 7 March 2015: the final outreach activity took place at the 40th Northeastern Storm
Conference in Saratoga Springs, NY. During breaks in the conference, participants were invited
to tour the DOW. The conference has around 400 participants, of which, about 150 toured the
DOW facilities.
Student Research: HWS places significant focus on undergraduate research by developing
opportunities in class during the academic year, as well as offering student opportunities to
conduct more comprehensive research projects during the long-running Summer Research
Program on the HWS campus. The real-time collection of data and the dissemination of
information during outreach events about weather research and the opportunities to study
atmospheric science as part of the Geoscience curriculum at HWS were of benefit to the students.
These opportunities piqued many students interest and two of the HWS students who participated
in GEO-WIND-HWS-II applied and were accepted to work with Professors Laird and Metz
during the 2015 HWS Summer Research Program.

Instructor Perspectives: The GEO-WIND-HWS-II project was very successful in introducing
students at HWS to the field collection of weather radar data. While a number of students who
participated in the project were already majoring in Geoscience with a concentration in
atmospheric science, a number were still undeclared first-year/sophomore students. Out of this
undeclared pool of students, a number subsequently declared a major, with some expressing
interest in conducting field research. Professor Metz had 12 students from his Introduction to
Meteorology class train on the DOW and many participated in operations and outreach events.
The outreach events and tours of the DOW radar were very successful in large part from the
participation of HWS students. They played a large role in interacting with the people of all ages
visiting the DOW radar. The student discussed a variety of weather-related topics with visitors, as
well as discussing the workings of the DOW radar when visitors had a chance to climb inside the
DOW radar. Not only did our students gain hands-on experience with a weather radar and
enhance their understanding of radar operations and data, they also gained experience in
discussing and presenting scientific information with the general public. The informational
posters were a successful resource for providing information to DOW radar visitors on several
aspects of weather radars and weather systems.
Finally, from a forecasting perspective, students learned a tremendous amount from their daily
DOW deployment forecasts. While learning how to forecast through artificial in-class activities is
a vital part of a meteorological education, students seemed much more invested in their forecasts
when they knew that they would play a role in whether or not the DOW radar would be deployed.
Each student had the opportunity to create two forecasts across the timeframe of the GEO–
WIND–HWS-II project and they almost universally improved as they gained forecasting
experience and had the opportunity to read other student forecasts. Professor Metz notes that
these forecasting experiences carried over into other parts of student’s classroom experience and
helped them to achieve at a high level.
We look forward to the possibility of requesting the DOW radar for a future education and
outreach project.
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Appendix A: GEO 260/GEO 355 DOW Forecasting Assignment. All students in these two
classes issued two separate DOW forecasts that were disseminated to all participants in the GEOWIND-HWS-II Project. The assignment has been reproduced below.
Task:
For the next couple of weeks, the Doppler on Wheels (DOW) will be stationed on
campus. We will be going on deployments based upon the local weather conditions in the region.
We plan to deploy within a one-hour radius of Geneva.
You will create a three-paragraph forecast (~2–2.5 pages single spaced) on the day you
are scheduled. The forecast will be for the next day and will take the following format. The first
paragraph will describe anything interesting that is going to occur in the eastern half of the United
States (focus both on synoptic and mesoscale weather). The second paragraph will discuss the
meteorological impacts and conditions forecast near Geneva, NY (distinctly mesoscale). The
final paragraph will include a deployment recommendation for the DOW. Do you recommend
that we deploy the next day? If so, what type of weather will we be sampling? Is there a
particular location near Geneva that we should consider?
For example, if a strong low-pressure system and cold front are situated in the eastern
United States, this should be discussed in the first paragraph. Perhaps this cold front will leave
the Geneva region with strong winds and three hours of snow between 3 PM and 6 PM.
Following the frontal passage, lake effect snow may set up under WNW winds over Syracuse
from 6 PM until Midnight. This information should appear in the second paragraph. Finally
given this information, your recommendation might be that we set-up shop with the DOW just
north of Geneva beginning around 4 PM. This would let us sample the cold frontal passage and
then “see” lake-effect snow.
Your forecast for the following day is due to me by 9 PM the day prior and should
cover the 6 AM to Midnight period the following day! For example if you are due to forecast
for Friday, your forecast should include 6 AM until midnight on Friday, and is due to me by 9
PM on Thursday. You may use any source you wish to create your forecast and should include
7–10 images embedded in your forecast. Be sure to reference each figure you include. The more
specific you can be in your forecast the better. Once you send me the forecast, I will disseminate
it via email to the students in GEO 355, GEO 182, GEO 260, and GEO 262 (those that may take
part in a deployment). My GEO 260 class will also be creating similar forecasts. I will provide
the first forecast as a guide (see schedule below).
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Grade:
Your forecast will be graded in the following method.

1. 20 points: Scientific Reasoning
Your grade will not be based on the accuracy of your forecast, but rather the scientific
reasoning you use. For example, if you discuss a cold front, describe a bit about the
conditions it will bring. How fast will it move through our region? What will the
weather be like behind it? If there is lake-effect snow, where will the major
accumulations set up? Why? You are free to ask me questions in the days leading up to
your forecast.

2. 5 points: Scientific Writing
Your forecast should be carefully written and edited. Remember that I will be sending
your forecast out to many other people and we will be using it in order to make a decision
if we should deploy the DOW. Thus, it is important that you write clearly and concisely.
The conclusions you reach in the third paragraph of your forecast should reflect the
weather you discuss in the first two paragraphs. The local impacts you discuss in
paragraph two should relate to the large-scale weather that is ongoing in the eastern
portion of the United States that you describe in paragraph one.
Appendix B: A sampling of outreach posters used during GEO-WIND-HWS-II outreach
events are included below. Posters were displayed at locations surrounding the DOW radar
during outreach events to promote discussion with visitors while waiting to tour the inside of the
DOW radar.
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